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EXPERIENCE THE DIFFERENCE



FOR MOST OF US, DIVING IS MORE THAN JUST A HOBBY - IT IS A LIFESTYLE. EVERY SUBGEAR TOTAL 
DIVING SYSTEM (TDS) DELIVERS EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO MAKE EACH DIVE AN ADVENTURE TO 
REMEMBER - SO YOU CAN SPEND MORE TIME ENJOYING YOUR EXPERIENCE - NOT THINKING ABOUT 
YOUR GEAR. THIS COLOR-CODED SYSTEM MAKES IT EASY TO FIND QUALITY SUBGEAR EQUIPMENT 
THAT’S PERFECT FOR YOUR STYLE OF DIVING - WHEREVER THAT MAY TAKE YOU. THIS YEAR, IT TOOK 
US TO SOUTH AFRICA.  
 

For divers who want the best, this gear delivers excellent performance and is suited for a wide range 
of dive conditions. 
 
   
Idela for divers who are looking to stretch their equipment budget, this gear offers exceptional value 
for money.  
 
   
For dive-trekkers, this lightweight and compact gear is built to withstand  
the rigors of life on the road. 

SPORT

TRAVEL

PREMIUM
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SUBGEAR is one of the founders, 
and sponsors the 
Dive Trophy competition.

FREEDIVE AIDA GERMANY and the 
FREEDIVE AIDA GERMANY National Team 
are partnered with SUBGEAR.

SUBGEAR supports Freedive AIDA Austria 
events and competitions, as well as their 
athletes.
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South Africa is where two oceans 
converge and the diving ranges from 
tropical reefs to cold-water kelp 
forests. Equipped with SUBGEAR 
regulators, we didn’t worry about our 
air supply. SUBGEAR regulators offer
a choice of first stages - a balanced,
dry-chamber diaphragm for optimal 
cold-water performance and a classic 

piston, perfect for tropical diving. 
Second stages feature adjustable 
venturis and an innovative valve design 
for maximum airflow with minimal 
inhalation resistance. All SUBGEAR 
regulators are backed by a 30-year 
warranty and a 2-year/100-dive service 
interval. 

RegulATORS
	DIVE WITH	COnFIDeNCE 
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·	30-YeAR	wARRANTY FOR FIRST OwNeR 

·	FReE SeRVICE KITS	FOR	4	YEARS 

·	SERvIce	INTERvAl 2	YEARS/100	DIVES

FeATuRES
Summary

SG50 TDS PREMIUM

High-performance for all situations.

Sg30 TDS SPORT

Reliable and lightweight regulator.

SG10 TDS TRAVEL

Classic downstream for exeptional value.

EXPERT TIP
"As we developed the SG50, we 
wanted to create a system that 
made diving more fun. 

I think it is safe to say that we have 
achieved this. Thanks to the power 
flow downstream valve we can offer 
a smooth and natural feeling air 
flow in a compact system. 

The balanced diaphragm 1st stage 
with a dry chamber guarantees a 
reliable system suitable for every 
diving environment. We added 
the stainless steel casing as an 
exceptional product deserves a 
beautiful finish."

Corrado Cominetti,  
Research & Development Manager, 
SUBGEAR

SECOND STAGE 
Construction

Exhaust

Adjustable inhalation effort

Venturi control

Swivel

Hose attachment

 
FIRST STAGE 
Type

Material

Air delivery

HP-outlets – LP-outlets

Maximum operating pressure

Cold water tested under EN250-2014

Total weight of first and second stage

 
Power-Flow Downstream Valve

Extra High-Flow Exhaust

Adjustable

Adjustable

Spherical Swivel

Right

 
 
Balanced sealed diaphragm & dry chamber

Chrome plated marine grade brass

6700l/min at 200bar

2 HP – 4 LP, 2 are High Flow Ports

300bar

Yes

DIN 800gr./INT 1025gr. (without hose)

 
Power-Flow Downstream Valve

Extra High-Flow Exhaust

Adjustable

Adjustable

-

Right

 
 
Balanced diaphragm

Chrome plated marine grade brass

5500l/min at 200bar

2 HP – 4 LP,  2 are High Flow Ports

300bar

Yes

DIN 725gr./INT 945gr. (without hose)

 
Power-Flow Downstream Valve

High-Flow Exhaust

Pre-tuned

Adjustable

-

Right

 
 
Classic downstream piston

Chrome plated marine grade brass

2600l/min at 200bar

1 HP – 4 LP

300bar

Yes

DIN 645gr./INT 866gr. (without hose)

“Over the 18 dives the SG50 performed flawlessly 
whether I was pootling around in the shallows or reef-
hooked in against a two-knot current. It didn’t free-flow at 
the surface once and every breath was completely dry.” 
Charles Hood, editor, SCUBA, issue 33, August 2014, UK
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RecOMMEnDeD ACceSSORIeS
OuR hANDY ExTRAS	pROvIDe	eveN MORe	VERSATIlITY	uNDERWATeR

OCTOPuS 
SG10 in Octopus version
Yellow, 100cm hose

YOKe	ADAPTER 
INT/DIN adapter, maximum 280bar
Adapts to all first stages

Reg PROTECTORS 
Hose protector: made for all standard hoses
DIN dust cap: keeps first stage clean

SeACuRE X-TYP 
Moldable mouthpiece, clear or black
With extremely large air passage

RelAX 30	+	35 
Orthodontically shaped wing
With perforated retainer

OCTOPuS hOlDER 
Ball system or retainer with velcro
Octopus Holder Pro: magnetic retainer

EXPERT TIP
"The regulator line offers a high 
performance system with a modern 
design at an unbeatable price. 

The applied technology ensures 
natural effortless breathing - 
whether diving in tropical or in ice 
cold waters. 

Our technicians have no doubt 
that the new SG range sets a new 
standard in SUBGEAR regulator 
technology."

Georg Fraunhofer,  
Technical Manager, SUBGEAR
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The eastern coral reefs and frigid 
seas of the Cape provided countless 
opportunities for underwater 
exploration, and SUBGEAR 
instruments allowed us to safely 
monitor our journeys to the depths. 
Some SUBGEAR dive computers 
come with Predictive Multi-Gas (PMG) 
and Profile Dependent Intermediate 
Stops (PDIS) algorithms for advanced 
decompression calculations. 

Choose a model with integrated 
pressure or scuba, apnea and gauge 
modes. SUBGEAR’s analog air 
pressure and depth instruments make 
excellent primary or backup gauges, 
and don’t forget a SUBGEAR compass.

INSTRUMENTS
	RElIABlE DATA	eQuAlS PeACE OF	MInD
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· BuY	AND	SAVE!	 

· wheN YOu BuY A Xp-cOMpuTER,	YOu’ll ReceIVE 2	COuPONS,	eACh FOR OnE cOMpuTER	BATTeRY. 
· eNOugh POWeR FOR up	TO 500	HOuRS	OF DIvINg

Type

Algorithm

Nitrox compatible

PDIS

Maximum depth

High altitude diving

Alarms

Mode

Temperature display

Date and time

Backlight

Logbook

PC download

Battery change

Xp10 TDS SPORT   

Comfortable, intuitive all-round computer 
available as a wrist unit or in a console with 
pressure gauge and compass.

Deco-computer
ZH-L8 ADT MB: considers micro bubbles
21-50% in 1% increments
-
120m/393ft

Altimeter to 4000m/13123ft

Visual and audible, Safety Stopp Timer

Dive, Gauge, Apnea

Yes
Yes, 12/24h mode, alarm UTC Timezone

Yes
Yes
Yes, optional infrared interface

User-replaceable

FeATuRES
Summary

Xp-3g TDS PREMIUM

Engineered for divers who want specific 
features for total freedom in full safety, 
with 3 diving modes and supports CCR.

Deco-computer 

ZH-L8 ADT MB: considers micro bubbles

21-100%; Predictive Multi-Gas with 3 gases

Yes (Profile Dependent Intermediate Stops)

120m/393ft

Altimeter to 4000m/13123ft

Visual and audible, Safety Stopp Timer

Dive, Gauge, Apnea & CCR

Yes

Yes, 12/24h mode, alarm UTC Timezone

Yes

Yes, and bookmark function

Yes, optional infrared interface

User-replaceable

TO
P 

CH
OIC

E

EXPERT TIP
“As underwater photographer I am 
focussing myself on my subject and 
my work at 100%. 

I don´t have much time to check my 
panel and computer all the time. 
That´s why the dive computer  
XP-3G with integrated pressure 
gauge is my solid partner which 
delivers all the needed information 
to me at one look. 

A computer with a clear and an 
easy readable display, spiked with 
all the technic you need for your 
adventures in the depths of the 
oceans.”

David Benz,  
underwater model photographer, marine 
life photographer, editor, art and water

unterwasser chose our XP-3G!
"Cost-performance ratio winner in the 
computer test unterwasser magazine.“ 
unterwasser, computer test, issue 
September 2014, Germany

“Hats off to those SUBGEAR guys – their 
clever and versatile dive instrument XP-3G 
did indeed tick all my boxes." 
Nigel Wade, editor, Diver magazine, issue 
September 2014, UK
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Xp-3h TDS TRAVEL   

Console version of the XP-3G without Apnea 
mode. Can be combined with the FS-1.5 
compass attachment.

Deco-computer, integrated pressure gauge

ZH-L8 ADT MB: considers micro bubbles

21-100%; Predictive Multi-Gas with 3 gases

Yes (Profile Dependent Intermediate Stops)

120m/393ft

Altimeter to 4000m/13123ft

Visual and audible, Safety Stopp Timer

Dive, Gauge & CCR

Yes

Yes, watch functions

Yes

Yes, and bookmark function

Yes, optional infrared interface

User-replaceable
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AnAlOg	INSTRuMEnTS
THE RIgHT InSTRuMeNT	TO SuIT	YOuR DIve	STYle

AnAlOg	COnSOle	3 AnAlOg	COnSOle	2 pReSSuRE gAugE COMPASS	FS 1.5
Scale: 400bar for 200 & 300bar tanks

Spiral mechanism

Precision depth gauge to 60m/200ft

Maximum depth indicator

With swivel and high pressure hose

High visibility dial

With integrated compass

Scale: 400bar for 200 & 300bar tanks

Spiral mechanism

With swivel and high pressure hose

High visibility dial

Super compact design

Swiss design

Safe and reliable measuring instrument

Scale: 400bar for 200 & 300bar tanks

Spiral mechanism

Precision depth gauge to 60m/200ft

Maximum depth indicator

With swivel and high pressure hose

High visibility dial

Ergonomic, compact design

Sturdy, accurate instrument

Precise underwater navigation

Convenient lateral bearing window

Very easy to read

Oil-filled, pressure-resistant housing

Face in 10-degree increments

Available for wrist or as clip
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Along the Aliwal Shoal ragged-tooth sharks, 
dolphins and mantas competed for our 
attention. We enjoyed all these creature 
encounters in comfort and control wearing 
our SUBGEAR BCs. 
 
Whether you prefer the freedom of hybrid 
buoyancy or the security of an adjustable 
wrap-around, SUBGEAR BCs deliver the 
comfort and stability you need to explore 
the depths.

Built strong, they feature weight integration 
and multiple adjustments for that perfect 
fit. Three dump valves and an efficient 
inflator system make buoyancy control oh-
so-easy.

BCDs
	eXplORe	IN cOMFORT
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System

Wrap-around air cell

Integrated weight pockets

Trim pockets

Material

Technical features

Comfort features

Chest strap

Flexible waist strap

D-rings

Knife attachment

Special feature

Buoyancy (in Newtons)

Sizes, weight for size M

VAPOR TDS PREMIUM

Streamlined shape for extra high mobi-
lity, diving comfort and safety. Great lift 
through hybrid construction.

BlAC	JAC TDS PREMIUM

This beloved BCD has been continually  
upgraded over the last years, for maximum 
use of scuba technology and comfort.

Front adjustable, dual tank capability

Yes, decreases drag

Yes, releasable SR PRO system

Yes, for perfect buoyancy

1680 D Ballistic Nylon and 500 D Cordura

Ergo inflator, 3 dump valves

Padded, with spine support

Yes, for best fit

Yes, no need to re-adjust below water

6 stainless steel; velcro on right shoulder

Yes, on both sides with 3 grommets each

Adjustable shoulder straps

XS 130, S 145, M 190, L 225, XL 255

XS-XL, 4.15kg

Hybrid, combines benefits of wing and ADV

Yes, decreases drag

Yes, releasable SR system

Yes, for perfect buoyancy

420 D Nylon and 1680 Denier PU

Power inflator, 3 dump valves

Padded, with spine support

Yes, adjustable for best fit

Yes, no need to re-adjust below water

6 stainless steel

Yes, on both sides with 2 grommets each

Upright position on the surface

S 120, M 130, L 180, XL 200

S-XL, 4.35kg

FeATuRES
Summary

Front adjustable

-

Yes, releasable SR PRO system

-

420 D Nylon

Ergo inflator, 3 dump valves

Integrated octopus retainer on both sides

Yes, adjustable for best fit

-

4 stainless steel

Yes, 2 grommets on the left

High in buoyancy while low in weight

XS 95, S 115, M 150, L 185, XL 220

XS-XL, 3.10kg

BlACK PuRe TDS SPORT

With a winning compact shape without 
compromising safety. Perfect deal for all-
uses including travelling.

EXPERT TIP
“The Vapor BC is a robust companion 
for all cases: Because of its good 
adjustability you can use it both for 
wetsuit diving and for drysuit diving. 

The additional counter weight pockets 
are very comfortable, so you can arrange 
the weights properly.”

Nina Zschiesche,  
travel journalist

“The Black Drake is a BC for everyone with 
a fit that feels individual. Combined with 
the impressive lift, economical price and 
the double function as a travel/all-rounder 
jacket, the Black Drake is an absolute hit.“
Alexander Krützfeldt, editor, tauchen 
magazine, issue 6/2013, Germany

SportDiver chose our Black Pure!
“Pure Black: We like...Looks, build quality, 
performance, comfort.”  
SportDiver Choice in Gear Guide, issue 
September 2014, SportDiver, UK
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BlACK DRAKE TDS TRAVEL

Light weight, optimally equipped, sturdy  
– exactly what you need when travelling, no 
more, no less.

Front adjustable

-

Yes, releasable, without extra pockets

-

420 D Nylon and 500 D Cordura

Standard inflator, 3 dump valves

Integrated octopus retainer on the right

Yes, for best fit

-

1 hard plastic

-

Size-adjustable with double-buckle system

XS 95, S 115, M 150, L 185, XL 220

XS-XL, 2.70kg

RecOMMEnDeD ACceSSORIeS
PeRSOnAlISE YOuR	BcD	AND	YOuR DIve	wITh THESE ORIgInAl	ADD-ONS

WEIGHT 
Choclead: hard lead with flexible ribs
Soft weight: lead granules
Ankle weight: great for dry suit diving

cOMFORT WeIghT	
VEST 
Comfortable weight carrying system
Takes up to 20kg weights (8kg releasable)
M-XXL

WeIghT	BElT 
Classic with stainless steel buckle, 150cm
Pro Belt with loadable pockets, S-XL
Comfortable and great fit

-Choice
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A mecca for all watersports 
enthusiasts, coastal water 
temperatures vary greatly so we 
packed a selection of SUBGEAR suits. 
Only SUBGEAR steamers feature the 
Body Map System to reduce stress and 
increase comfort and flexibility.
 
 

SUBGEAR steamers are made from  
X-FOAM, which is a neoprene blend 
that meets Polycyclic Aromatic 
Hydrocarbon (PAH).
Drysuits, semi-dry or wetsuits, shorties 
and rash guards, SUBGEAR dive wear 
combine functionality with style so 
you can be warm and protected while 
looking your best, above and below the 
surface.

	DIVE WeAR
FOR AnY WATeR ExPeDITIOn 
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uV	STANDARD 801
The harmful UV rays from the sun 
have no chance with SUBGEAR 
rash guards. The rash guards are 
made out of technically advanced 
materials and tested to EU UV-

Standard 801. This new European UV-Standard 
was introduced as the earlier Australian SPF50+ 
standard was considered inadequate. The new 
procedure involves testing not only the new 
product but also the material under real life con-
ditions such as when wet, stretched and used.

FlAMEncO PINKheAVEn AMBER PARAISO

BluE PlAnET CIRclE WHITE CIRclE BlACK gO BIg

RASH	guARDS 
Ultra UV Protection rating SPF 80
Breathable high-tech hollow fiber
Extremely water resistant, quick-drying
Stylish men's and women's designs
Men's: S-2XL/Women's: XS-L



Steamer type

Materials

Thickness

Zippers

Rear Spine Pad/I-Grip

Seals

Fit/comfort

Special features

Sizes (men/women)

Semi-dry

Titanium Plush, StretchTec, Ultraspan

7mm  

Back, collar, wrists, ankles

Yes/Yes

Yes, Glideskin neoprene

Excellent - stretch neoprene, 3D cut

Infrared fleece reflects body heat

48-60, 98, 102, 26-28/36-46, 76, 80, 21, 22

Semi-dry
Titanium Plush, StretchTec, Ultraspan
5mm
Back, collar, wrists, ankles
Yes/Yes
Yes, Glideskin neoprene
Excellent - stretch neoprene, 3D cut
Infrared fleece reflects body heat
48-58, 98, 102, 26, 27/36-46, 76, 80, 21, 22

TO
P 

CH
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E

X-FOAM

X-FOAM X-FOAM
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Wet

Soft neoprene, FlexTec

3mm

Back, collar, wrists, ankles

-/Yes

-

Excellent - stretch neoprene, 3D cut

Super stretchy, high level of comfort

48-58

X-FOAM

DeFINITIOn	3 TDS TRAVEL

Fresh style, absolutely comfortable, perfect 
for tropical and warm waters.

All SUBGEAR steamers are made of 
X-FOAM neoprene. X-FOAM is the only 
formula which complies to very strict P.A.H. 
test requirements. Polycyclic Aromatic 
Hyrocarbons can be toxic in certain com-
pounds. We are very proud to be able to 
offer neoprene blends that protect divers.

BMS
The Body Map System is unique  
and only available on SUBGEAR steamers! 

BMS is a special cut and uses innovative 
materials in order to cater to the different 
needs and stresses of the human body. 

zIpPeRS
All our long zippers are diagonal to reduce 
seam stress points and make it easier to 
close on your own.

DeFINITIOn	IR7 TDS PREMIUM

Great design, very comfortable, ideal for 
temperate and cold waters.

FeATuRES
Summary

DeFINITIOn	IR5 TDS SPORT

Premium looks, combined with rugged com-
fort, for warm and temperate waters.
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Wet

Soft neoprene, FlexTec

3mm

Back, collar, wrists, ankles

-/Yes

-

Excellent - stretch neoprene, 3D cut

Super stretchy, highest level of comfort

36 -44

X-FOAM

Semi-dry

Soft neoprene, Ultrastretch

5mm, upper body 6mm

Back, collar, wrists, ankles

Yes/Yes

Yes, Glideskin neoprene

Excellent - stretch neoprene, 3D cut

Wave design, Guard Tecs seat protection

36- 44, 76, 80, 21

X-FOAM

ElEMEnT 3 TDS TRAVEL

Modern style, uniquely comfortable, ideal 
for the tropics and warm waters.

ElEMEnT FIve TDS SPORT

Uniquely designed for excellent mobility in 
warm and temperate waters.

BASe	lX
Durable steamer with hood, ideal for diving 
centres.

EXPERT TIP
“For me as an underwater model it 
is very important to feel comfort-
able and to move unrestricted with 
my dive equipment. That´s why I 
love my Element 3 steamer. The 
stretchable FlexTec neoprene and 
the female cut are falling into line 
with my body. Beside the modern 
wave design this wetsuit offers 
highest wearing comfort.”

Melanie Schuler,  
underwater model, art and water

Semi-dry

Neoprene with soft interior finish

7mm

Front, wrists, ankles

-/-

-

Good

Super sturdy and durable

48-58, 98, 102, 26-28/36-46, 76, 21, 22

X-FOAM
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DeFINITIOn	VEST 
Corresponds to Definition IR5 and IR7
For excellent thermal protection 
Titanium plush neoprene, StretchTec, 6.5mm

BASe	lX veST 
Matches Base LX, ideal for cold waters
Can also be worn alone as a shorty
Neoprene, 5.5mm

DEFInITION SHORTY 
Titanium Plush neoprene, super stretch
Minimal water leakage due to rolled cuffs
2.5mm, excellent fit, high comfort

SuN &	Fun 
Ideal for tropical diving and snorkeling 
Sun and nettle protection (SPF50+)
High-tech hollow fibre: nylon, Spanflex
Quick-drying, breathable

X-FOAM

X-FOAM

X-FOAM
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ulTRA TITAN 
3mm, titanium insulation, Ultra-Stretch
Anatomically formed, anti-slip inside
XS-2XL

STReTCh D-FlEx 
2mm, X-Tend neoprene, very soft
With no-slip palm surface
XS/S, M/L, XL/2XL

SuPeR STReTCh 
5mm, semi-dry, smooth seal
Anatomically formed, super flexible
XS-2XL

NO	zIp	HD 
6.5mm, velcro closure, easy-in cut
Anti-slip sole, 4-13/34-48

cOMFORT ZIP 
5mm, with underlayed zipper
Anti-slip sole, 4-13/34-48

cOMFORT SOXx 
3mm, sock - great for full foot fins
Increased thermal protection, XS-2XL

PRO ZIP 
6mm, with covered zipper, sturdy sole
Solid sole, 6-12/37-47

BeAnIe/heADBAND 
Beanie: 2mm strech neoprene, fuzzy interior
Headband: 3mm, with hole for ear clearing
Both for optimal ear protection

hOODS 
Seal: 6/4mm soft neoprene, S-XL
Pro Ear Seal: 6/4mm soft neoprene, S-XL
Nano: 5mm super stretchy neoprene, XS-XL

BeACh BOOTS 
Water sports shoes for beach and boat
Dive´n Beach: Amara faux leather, 36-47
Kailua: breathable, anti-slip sole, 30 -46

g-FlEx	eXTReMe 
5mm, semi-dry, smooth seal
Anatomically formed, titanium insulation
XS-2XL

Nano

Seal Pro Ear Seal



Material

Dry zipper

Arm and neck seals

Pockets

Feet

Configuration

Special features

Included

Sizes (men/women)

FeATuRES
Summary
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ExO DRY 	 	 	 TDS PREMIUM

Very comfortable and good insulation even 
on deeper dives. With SI TECH valves.

4mm soft neoprene

Back TiZip dry zipper

Heavy-duty latex seals, with Warmneck

Leg pocket with velcro

Attached boots with solid sole

Suspenders

Sturdy kneepads, I-Grip on both arms

Bag, inflator hose, hood

48-58/S-3XL, 38-44/S-XL

DRYSuITS

EXPERT TIP
“The idea behind the Exo Dry was 
to develop a universal all-year dry 
diving suit. The 4mm neoprene  
Exo Dry can be used for warm water 
diving and excellent insulation 
is provided with an undersuit 
underneath. As the material is thin, 
it is easy to pack for travelling. 
The flexible stretchy material 
fits close to the body, preventing 
any excessive air. For those who 
are new to drysuit diving, these 
features help enormously with the 
transition.”

Niklas Stoss,  
Product Manager, SUBGEAR

ExO DRY  
PRODuCT DeTAIlS

SI TECH VALVE 
· Balanced, rotating inlet 
 and exhaust valve for  
 ease of use 
· SI TECH for high quality

LATEX SEALS 
· Guarantor for best fitting 
 and durability

KNEEPADS 
· Tough material  
· Prevents abrasion and is  
 therefore more durable

BOOTS 
· Attached booties  
 with a solid and  
 durable sole 
· Fin strap anchor

I-GRIP 
· Seacures the instruments  
 and holds them in place
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ExTeNDER	 	 TDS PREMIUM

High quality and extremely robust with 
low weight and quick-drying. With SI TECH 
valves.

Sturdy trilaminate heavy-duty material

Front dry zipper

Heavy-duty latex seals on arms & neck

2 leg pockets with D-rings inside

Attached boots with solid sole

Telescope system/crotch strap

1 I-Grip

Bag, inflator hose, hood

48-60/S-4XL, 38-44/S-XL

 

SuBTECh PRO 
Two models: 100g and 490g per sqm 

3-material layers

High quality thermal insulation

Water-repellent and breathable

Neoprene seal, thumb/foot loop

Unisex: S-XXXL

HIKER	DIVE BOOT 
For neoprene socks and dry suits
Solid and sturdy
Resistant grip sole, 38-49

eASY DRY PRO 
Vulcanized latex for dry diving
Textured surface, with interior glove
Extreme elasticity, S-2XL

SI TecH	SYSTeM 
Ring glove system by SI TECH
Easy to use, can be detached at any time
Bayonet lock for all latex seals, M-XL

SuB SOX 
Drysuit undersock in 3 layers
Inner fleece for warmth and comfort
100g hollow fibre insulation, S/M + L/XL

eXTEnDeR PRODuCT 
DETAIlS

SI TECH VALVE 
· Balanced, rotating inlet-  
 and exhaust valve for  
 ease of use 
· SI TECH for high quality

LATEX SEALS 
· Guarantor for best fitting 
 and durability

SIDE POCKETS 
· Large velcro pockets for   
 easy access 
· D-Rings inside to fix items

I-GRIP 
· Seacures the instruments  
 and holds them in place

TELESCOPE SYSTEM 
· Suspenders and an  
 adjustable torso system 
 for flexible and perfect 
 fitting
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	eSSEnTIAlS
TOOlS OF	DIScOveRY
Each year, millions of silvery sardines 
migrate through South African waters, 
creating a shimmering mass of life 
10 miles long, a mile wide and over 
100 feet deep and with our SUBGEAR 
masks and fins we witnessed the entire 
show.

SUBGEAR masks feature ultra-clear 
lenses and hypoallergenic silicone 
skirts for comfort and durability. Dry 
tops, splashguards and purge valves 
keep snorkels dry and breathing easy. 
Fins are built with excellent flex for that 
extra burst of power with every kick.
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DEVIl TDS PREMIUM  
Frameless mask made of super soft silicone
Extreme field of vision, very low volume
Opaque silicone prevents light reflections

VIBE TDS SPORT  
Modern mask with an extremely large window
Great field of vision, also upwards
Liquid silicone for perfect fit

VIBE 2 TDS SPORT  
30% larger field of vision including upwards
Modern design in outstanding colours
Universal fit thanks to liquid silicone

gHOST/SpRITeTDS PREMIUM  
Frameless single lens low volume mask
Superb field of vision, extra soft silicone
Sprite: smaller version, in black + white

TO
P 
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SportDiver chose our Vibe2!
“Vibe2: We like…Comfort, performance, price.” 
SportDiver Best Value in Gear Guide, 
issue February 2014, SportDiver, UK

MASK	STRApS 
Neoprene straps with velcro for fastening
Protects against pressure and entangled hair
Can be used with all standard masks

UCL

UCL

UCL UCL

gOPRO®	MASK	MOuNT  
Secure mounting for GoPro® camera
Universal fit for most double lens masks
Lightweight and easy to attach
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VISTA TDS SPORT  
Classic shape in many modern colours
Very large field of vision
Low internal volume, liquid silicone

zOOM TDS TRAVEL  
Comfortable mask with very little blind space
Very low internal volume
Incredibly comfortable, available optical lenses

ECCO	 	 	 	 	 	 	TDS TRAVEL  
Perfect for snorkeling
Two lens mask with universal fit
Timeless design and great value

pRO	eAR	2000  
For divers with sensitive ears
Keeps ears dry whilst allowing equalisation
Universal fit and seals superbly

ulTRA clEAR 
lEnSeS 	
Innovative ultra clear lenses from  
SUBGEAR enhance the light availability 
and show truer colours under water. All 
SUBGEAR masks have ultra clear lenses 
except for the Steel, Pro Ear 2000, Spi-
der Combo and Pantai Set.

QR	MASK STRAP
Use our EZ central quick-release strap on 
several masks: Easier to adjust than a 
standard mask strap, even with one hand.

OPTICAl	lEnSeS
For those who wear glasses, the Zoom 
mask is the right choice. The optical 
lenses fit in to the left and right side.  
Diopters: -1.5 - -8.0 and +1.5 - + 4.0. 

OpTx	20/20	lEnSeS
Makes it easy for you to read your 
underwater gauges – just add water and 
stick on the magnifying lenses. Diopters: 
+1.25 - +3.0.

UCL UCL

UCL

UCL
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FuSION PRO TDS SPORT   
Drop-away construction in flexible silicone
Splash guard top, water drain valve, QR buckle
Replaceable anatomical mouthpiece

FuSION TDS TRAVEL  
With splash guard, pre-shaped foldable tube
Comfortable exhaust valve
Anatomically curved mouthpiece

VEnT 2  
Semi-dry top keeps water out
Comfortable exhaust valve 
Silicone mouthpiece

pAnTAI SeT  
Mask and Vent 2 snorkel set
Perfect in combination with the Fluida 2 fin
In a handy mesh bag

DRY TOP
When the snorkel is above the water, the 
patented float system keeps the airway 
open, allowing normal breathing. When 
the snorkel is submerged, the patented 
float system raises, sealing the airway 
and preventing water from entering mak-
ing it truly 100% dry. 

FuSION DRY 	 TDS PREMIUM  
Dry snorkel with innovative dry top
Water drain valve and QR buckle
Replaceable anatomical mouthpiece

SWIFT 
Pre-formed oval tube with flexible bend
Replaceable curved mouthpiece
Self-drain valve, QR buckle

Fun	2 
Uncomplicated standard snorkel
Easy to use, very durable
Great value

FOR YOuR	HEAlTh
We use only non-toxic hypoallergenic high 
grade silicone for our snorkels.



FluIDA	2  
Effective streamlined shape
Impressive thrust, only 0.8kg
Incredibly comfortable, XS-XL
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SPlIT	FIn	xP TDS PREMIUM

Excellent thrust with less effort
Power plate for optimum energy transfer
Including spring straps, XS-XL

wAKE TDS SPORT   
Excellent thrust, perfect for travelling
Very comfortable foot pocket, only 1.9kg
Top value for your money, S-XL

TRAvel MAX TDS TRAVEL  
Ultimate fit thanks to the silicone strap 
Comfortable and efficient, only 0.9kg
Barefoot fin, or with neoprene socks, S-XL

wIngS 
Split fin natures' wing design
Excellent thrust with less effort
Only 1.17kg, 37-46

SnORKel PluS  
Short, wide blade with channels and vents
Good maneuverability and control
For booties or barefoot, 36-45

SpRINg	STRApS
We recommend our sturdy steel spring 
straps. Just pull on the loop and the fin 
is on or off. A comfortable and close fit 
underwater is guaranteed. Once you've 
tried it you can´t live without them! Avail-
able with or without quickdisconnect.
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 FREEDIvINg
DIve	DEeP WITH	JuST OnE BREATH

No noise. Just the deep blue and 
the calm of the ocean. Freediving is 
captivating divers all over the world. 
Man and nature have never been so 
close. 

Do you want to experience the 
fascination of freediving? 
SUBGEAR has the full apnea diving 
product range – developed in 
partnership with some of the best 
freedivers in the world. William Winram 
for example used our carbon S1 fins 
for his last world record setting dive 
of 94m. Whether a beginner or a pro, 
SUBGEAR has the right equipment for 
every level.
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Suit type

Material

Thickness

Zippers

Fit /comfort

Special features

Sizes (men/women)

ApNeA1 
One piece steamer for moderate waters and 
pool training; new outer texture material. 
Easy breathing, easy donning and doffing.

Freediving

X-FOAM Dura Mesh with good durability

5/4mm soft neoprene

Back

Close to the body, like a second skin

Super stretchy, yet maintains durability

S-2XL, MT+LT/2XS-L, MT+LT

FeATuRES
Summary

APNEA2 
Traditional freediving model with pants and 
hooded top with velcro beaver tail closure-
and no zippers for minimised water entry.

Freediving
X-FOAM Dura Mesh with good durability
5/4mm soft neoprene
-
Excellent, like a second skin
Super stretchy, yet maintains durability
S -2XL, MT+LT/2XS-L, MT+LT

APnEA	VEST 
Super flexible 4mm stretch neoprene
Smoothskin material in the hood
Complements the Apnea1 steamer

APnEA	HOOD 
4/5mm outer smoothskin neoprene
Super flexible and comfortable
Bib and seal to fit the Apnea1

X-FOAMX-FOAM
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Hydrodynamic, ultra soft, lessens drag

Super powerful with practically no effort

99% carbon

High performing blades with soft rails

Only 1.3kg weight per pair

Ultimate power transmission

2XS-2XL (34/36-46/48)

S1	pRO	STeReO 
A super powerful apnea fin made with a 99% 
carbon blade for exeptional power recovery 
and unparalleld performance.

Hydrodynamic, ultra soft, lessens drag

Super powerful with practically no effort

Carbon and fibreglass

High performing blades with soft rails

Only 1.3kg weight per pair

Perfect power transmission

2XS-2XL (34/36-46/48)

S2	ecO	STeReO 
A high performance carbon and fibreglass 
fin, for maximum power at a value oriented 
price.

Hydrodynamic, ultra soft, lessens drag

Very powerful with practically no effort

Carbon and fibreglass

High performing blades with soft rails

Only 1.6kg weight

High performance mono fin

2XS-2XL (34/36-46/48)

M1	MOnO 
Exceptionally powerful with a comfortable 
foot pocket, alleviating cramps during long 
training sessions.

EXPERT TIP
“What I discovered to be the distinctive 
feature of the S1 Fins was the very 
apparent lack of effort required, they 
were so light on my feet I had to check 
they were still there more than once, this 
is a great feature for a freediving fin, the 
embodiment of maximum propulsion for 
minimum effort.”

Mike Wells,  
freediving record-holder and  
Freediving Training Director RAID

Carbon fins made in cooperation with Trygons.

An entire line of Carbon Apnea fins 
developed and tested in partnership 
with TRYGONS, renowned for progressive 
design, materials and manufacturing 
methods, and well associated with world 

record setting free divers. Carbon blades 
provide the highest performance in free 
diving fins. We use the highest quality 
carbon available , similar to that used in 
Formula 1 cars. Our foot pocket, blade 
and guide rail are constructed separately 
initiating numerous advantages to the 
carbon fin concept. The hydrodynamic, 
optimised foot pocket is not only ultra-
soft and comfortable, but also lessens 

drag. Equipped with replaceable, rigid 
straps for the best possible power trans-
mission between foot and blade. The 
unique lowprofile guide rail promotes per-
fect water channeling and because of its 
softness, doesn’t impede on the carbon 
blades high performance characteristics. 
Thanks to the soft rails and construction 
technique 100% of the fin’s power comes 
from the actual high performing blades.

Footpocket

Performance

Blade material

Stiffness

Weight in size M

Special features

Sizes

FeATuRES
Summary



EXPERT TIP
"When taking photos and videos it is 
always very important to me to have 
both hands free. With the new freediving 
Steel Comp mask from SUBGEAR I can 
just attach the nose clip to the mask 
and dive down to 25m depth without 
a need to equalise the mask. Due to 
the flexibility of the mask the need to 
equalise is hardly there.”

Benjamin Bartoli,  
underwater photographer & Board Member 
Freedive AIDA Germany

The innovative Steel Comp is the ultimate 
freediving mask. The unique frameless 
double-lens design concept allows the 

mask to compress as the water pressure 
increases.  
The breakthrough Steel Comp has the 
lowest possible internal volume there-
fore equalising is only necessary later 
than usual. In addition, the increasing 
water pressure compresses the mask so 
equalisation is less frequently required. 
As the water pressure increases, the 
bridge between the lenses bends slightly 
and gradually squeezes the mask tighter 
to the face.  

The only noticeable indication of this is a 
short change in vision as the eyes need 
a split second to adjust. To freedivers 
this is the biggest advantage over round 
glass masks as the vision is always 
distorted with round mask glasses but 
with the Steel Comp the eyes are able to 
adjust offering freedivers normal vision.  
However, it is not recommended that the 
mask is used for scuba diving as wearing 
the mask for long periods can lead to a 
feeling of numbness.
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STeEl  
Very small volume
Universal fit, suitable for small faces
For freedivers and scuba divers
Also available with mirrored lenses

STeEl	COMP  
Lowest possible volume double lens
Scratch resistant ultra clear lenses
Soft skirt for universal fit
Sleek appearance, pivoting buckles

STeEl	pRO  
Unique super low volume, ultra clear lenses
Frameless single lens freediving mask
Equalising is needed less frequently
Can also be used for scuba diving

UCL UCL
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APnEA	BElTS 
Black rubber material
Extremely stretchable
With Marseille or standard buckle

NOSE ClIP  
Aluminium nose clip
Indispensible for professional apnea divers
Super light weight

ApNeA  
Extremely soft, flexible material
Soft silicone, non toxic
Fits into a BCD pocket when folded

gOPRO®	MASK	MOuNT  
Secure mounting for GoPro® camera
Universal fit for most double lens masks
Lightweight and easy to attach

STReAM	pRO 
Comfortable entry level freediving fin
Medium stiff blade
All-round efficiency
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M1	MOnO BAg  
High quality and sturdy
Durable TPE tarpaulin
Shoulder straps for comfortable transport

S1/S2	STeReO BAg  
Durable TPE tarpaulin
Protective neoprene padded base
Padded back pack for extra comfort

ApNeA SuRFACE BuOY 
For safe training and recreational diving
Durable 840 D Nylon, D-rings, handles
Allows storage of accessories inside

SuRFACE BuOY 
Made of nylon, 85cm length
5 D-rings, 3 handles
With dive flag

wR-MulTI	BAg  
2.5kg, 90 x 40 x 40cm, 144l
Durable TPE tarpaulin
Back pack straps and water drain plug
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FANTASTIc cOlOuRFul 
unDeRwATER	pICTuReS
What is more beautiful than to capture 
your dives on camera and have a 
copy forever? Give friends and family 
a glimpse into the underwater world 
and re-live your dives at home on 
your computer. Don't just enjoy the 
spectacular experiences while on 
holiday, bring them home! Wherever 
you travel, the Micro HD, the DC1400 
and the optional accessories will not 
only be loyal companions, but also 
create a lot of fun!

The SeaLife product line has 
established its place in the market 
as the first choice for divers and 
snorkelers who want high-quality 
underwater shots, but without the high 
costs that accompany it. 
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Image sensor

Video

File formats

Focus Type

Extern Lens

Zoom

LCD Monitor

Operation

Waterproof

Expandable

Wifi

Image stabilisation

Special Modes

DC1400	HD
Capture unique experiences forever, with 
briliant photos, and get the best out of your 
photos with 6 underwater modes.

14-Megapixel CCD

HD video: full 720p/30fps

JPEG, AVI

Super makro auto focus: 2.5cm to ∞

26mm Wide Angle Lens

5x optical + 5x digital

3.0'' full colour TFT LCD

Comfortable via Piano Keys

60m

Sealife Accessories

-

Yes

Spy mode, easy set-up mode, and 6  
underwater colour modes

FeATuRES
Summary

MIcRO hD
The first camera which is permanently 
sealed and absolutely flood-proof. Easy 
to use, with nothing to maintain!

13-Megapixel CMOS

FULL HD video: 1080p/30fps or 720p/60 fps

JPEG, MPEG4 h.264 (.mp4)

Instant fixed-focus lens: 30cm to ∞

140° Fisheye Lens

-

2.4'' full colour TFT LCD

Easy and comfortable via large Piano Keys

60m

1 or 2 Sea Dragon lights, close-up lens

In 32GB version

-

Easy set-up mode and 5 special modes

DC1400	HD
Five widespread Piano Key controls, a 
large shutter buttons, and a fingertip 
control lever that allows scrolling through 
menus and zooming without releasing 
your grip from the camera, all make 
the DC1400 HD incredibly easy to use 
underwater.

EXPERT TIP
“The DC1400 is the ideal camera 
for divers who want simplicity. The 
underwater mode for blue or green water 
make it easy to take great photos without 
having to configure extra settings. For 
divers who want to develop their skills, 
the additional options like the wide angle 
lens, external flashes and lights offer 
new challenges. All in all, one can really 
say that in this category the DC1400 has 
the best price-performance ratio!“ 
Phil Simha,  
international underwater photographer, editor

MICRO	HD
Capture the tranquil beauty of the un-
dersea world with the first permanently 
sealed, flood-proof underwater camera. 
The Micro HD has no doors, O-rings or 
maintenance and it never leaks. Small 
and ergonomic, the camera is easy to 
handle, operating with three wide Piano 
Key controls.

EXPERT TIP
“Developing the world's first permanently 
sealed camera falls perfectly in line 
with SeaLife's overall mission - to make 
underwater photography enjoyable and 
user-friendly. The new Micro HD camera 
delivers that experience while providing 
sharp, colourful underwater images 
and HD video in a compact, ergonomic 
package.”

Sven Harms,  
Vice President, SeaLife

DC1400 HD without waterproof cover.



EXPERT TIP
“In photography and videography the 
lighting is just as important as the 
camera itself. The Sea Dragon set 
with flash and video light, reveals the 
magic of the underwater world in the 
most magnificent colours. Offering high 
performance the set is still compact 
enough so that divers can still have their 
full freedom and flexibility.“

Kurt Amsler,  
international underwater photographer, editor 
and conservationist

ReAl	luMEn
All lights are measured in an Ulbricht 
sphere and therefore guarantee real 
lumens.
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The key to sharp and colourful underwa-
ter pictures or videos is the right light. 
The lightning Sea Dragon system repre-
sents a new generation of lights that can 
be assembled in seconds and mounted 
on almost every camera. The ulimate 
add-on, for GoPro and SeaLife cameras!

The optional accessories for "the Sea 
Dragon system" are interchangeable. 
They can be supplemented, changed 
and extended easily. The flex-connect™ 
click system allows quick and fool proof 
adjustments for all cameras eg. the ex-
tension of the flash or ultra-compact light 
combinations.

Flash diffuser 
prevents hotspots

SEA	DRAgON 2000  
6x CREE XML LEDs, 100-degree beam angle
60min. constant burn time at full power
Three brightness levels 100%, 50%, 25%

SEA	DRAgON 1200  
6x CREE XPG LEDs, 100-degree beam angle
85min. constant burn time at full power
Three brightness levels 100%, 50%, 25%

SEA	DRAgON FlASh  
Universal digital flash for vibrant colours
Adjusts flash brightness automatically
Powered by 4 AA batteries for 150 flashes

Features:

For a constant, ultra-bright source of light 
for photos and videos - or just to brighten 
your dive - the compact Sea Dragon 
2000 Photo/Video/Dive Light uses the 
latest in LED technology and packs 2000 
true lumens of brightness. 

Featuring a wide, 100-degree beam an-
gle, the light operates with only a single 
button and quickly adjusts between 
3-power levels. The Sea Dragon 2000 
burns for a full hour at 100% power with 
constant brightness. Depths tested up 
to 60m. Includes standard tray, grip and 
compact case.

Features:

Featuring 1200 lumens and a 85 minute 
burn time at full power, the Sea Dragon 
1200 Photo/Video/Dive Light comes in a 
micro sized package. 

With its included grip, Micro-Tray and 
adapter for GoPro® cameras, it’s the per-
fect setup for providing light and stability 
to ultracompact and full-sized cameras. 
Waterproof up to 60m. Includes compact 
case.

Features:

Reducing backscatter and producing rich, 
deep colours in underwater photos, the 
Sea Dragon Flash is compatible with all 
SeaLife models as well as other brands 
of underwater cameras. 

Variable power adjustment and large con-
trols make it easy to fine-tune brightness, 
while leaving the flash in Auto Mode au-
tomatically adjusts brightness for optimal 
exposure. The flash has a quick release 
button to detach the head for aiming 
in hard to reach areas and includes a 
snap-on diffuser, standard tray, grip and 
compact case.
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pRO	SET 
DC1400 set for optimum exposure
Sea Dragon Digital UW flash
Comfort Grip, Micro Tray
Flash Link optical cable, lube for flash
Spare O-rings, O-ring removal tool
In a convenient travel case

SEA	DRAgON  
MInI 600  
CREE XML LED, real 600 lumens
75-degree wide beam angle
60min. burn time at full power

ReEF	eDITIOn  
DC1400 set for great panoramas
Fisheye Wide Angle Lens
Expandable with additional accessories

pRO	DuO	SET 
DC1400 set for the perfect adventure
Sea Dragon flash, Sea Dragon 2000
Lithium Ion battery, AC Power Adapter
Comfort Grips, Dual Tray, soft case
Flash Link, O-ring lube for flash/light
Spare O-rings, O-ring removal tool

MAxX DuO SeT 
DC1400 set for flawless images & videos
Sea Dragon flash, Sea Dragon 2000
Lithium Ion battery, AC Power Adapter
Comfort Grips, Dual Tray, MAXX case
Fisheye Lens, 2 Flex Arms, 16 GB SDHC
Flash Link, O-ring lube for flash/light
O-rings & removal tool, Moisture Muncher
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flex-connect is a new group of SeaLife accessories. The trays, mounts and flex arms  
allow you to easily expand your camera set. Modular for travel and they quickly and easily 
lock into place. To assemble and disassemble just in seconds. 
For more information take a look at: www.sealife-cameras.com.

DuAl TRAY 
For two lights or light and flash
Provides a convenient compact setup

COlD SHOe 
For ultra compact setups with lights/GoPro®
Clicks easily into place underwater/topside

MICRO	TRAY 
For one light or flash
Provides an incredible compact setup

FleX ARM 
Extends Sea Dragon lights and flash
With 100-degree of silent bending motion

YS	ADAPTER 
For any underwater light/flash with YS mount
Combine all flex-connect accessories

BAll	JOINT	ADAPTER 
Connect Sea Dragon lights and flex-connect
To any underwater camera using ballpoints

ARM	COnNecTOR 
Conversion for SeaLife Digital Pro Flash
And Photo-Video Light

HAnDlE 
Use Sea Dragon light as handheld dive light
Also for GoPro® with GoPro® Adapter

Sea Dragon 2000

flex-connect  
Flex Arm

flex-connect  
Grip

Fisheye Wide  
Angle Lens flex-connect Dual Tray

DC1400 Camera

flex-connect Flex Arm

Sea Dragon Flash
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ReD FIRe	FIlTeR 
Uses special formulated wavelength
Prevents scaring of sea creatures

10x	ClOSe	uP leNS 
For Micro HD Sealife Camera
Easily attaches/removes underwater

FISHEYE leNS 
Enlarges the field of view by 80%
Snaps on and off easily even underwater

FlOAT STRAP/WeIghT 
Floats camera on surface/also for wrist
Weight reduces positive buoyancy of camera

MOISTuRe	MuncHER 
Keeps camera from fogging up
Best corrosion protection

ACceSSORIeS PeRSOnAlISE YOuR	SEAlIFe	CAMERA WITH	TheSe	ORIgINAl SeAlIFE ADD-ONS

gOPRO®	ADAPTER 
Mount a GoPro® to flex-connect accessories
Ideal directly above your DC1400

AquA	pOD 
Extends from 46 to 135cm
Leight weight, aluminium and steel, just 250g
Close-ups while maintaining safe-distance

AquA	pOD	MInI 
Extends from 39 to 96cm
Lighter and shorter than Aqua Pod
Fits to all cameras with standard tripod mount
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KIDS
JOY OF	ADVEnTuRe
The entire dive trip confirmed the impor-
tance of maintaining the awesomeness 
of the vast coasts and waters we expe-
rienced. And that’s where kids come in: 
learning to dive, sharing those values 
together and passing it on.

Our little ones' well-being has always 
been near and dear to our hearts.  
We have been the market leader in 
children's dive equipment for many years 
and offer a specially developed, complete 
product line. 

It goes without saying that all the equipment 
is manufactured according to the high-
est quality standards and meets all legal 
requirements. 

All products are guaranteed to be non-toxic  
and phalate-free! All children's steamers are 
made with X-FOAM.



X-FOAM X-FOAM X-FOAM
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Materials and thickness

Comfort

Zippers

Extras

Special features

Sizes

REBEl	3MM 
Kids steamer for warm water with a modern-
design and super soft neoprene for great 
mobility.

FeATuRES
Summary

REBEl	6MM 
Kids steamer offering thicker thermal 
protection where it´s most needed and 
flexibility where mobility is key.

6mm X-Foam neoprene material
Plush interior to keep small bodies warm
Extra long wrist and ankle zippers
Reinforced knee pad with anti abrasion
Apple green logos & panels for a stylish look
128-164cm, S-XL

REBEl	ShORTY 2.5MM
Kids shorty in a cool and modern design. 
With green design elements for an extra  
stylish look. Ideal for warm water.

3mm X-Foam neoprene material
Soft neoprene for optimal flexibility
Extra long ankle zippers for easy on/off
Reinforced knee pad with anti abrasion
Apple green logos & panels for a stylish look
128-152cm, S-L

2.5mm X-Foam neoprene material
Soft neoprene for optimal flexibility
Back zipper
Good sealing at neck, arms and legs
Sophisticated cut for a great fit
104-164cm, 2XS-XL

X-FOAM

ReBel veST	5MM  
To combine with Rebel steamers
5mm with attached hood
Exceptional protection in colder water
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RASH	guARDS 
Thermal and UV Protection SPF 80
Breathable, quick-drying
Available as rash guard shirts and shorts

Front adjustable system - kids & juniors

Integrated drop-weight pockets

420 D Nylon material

Standard inflator, quick stop right rear

Padded back pack & cummerbund

Adjustable chest strap for best fit

3 hard plastic D-rings

Size adjustable with double-buckle system

Buoyancy S/M 90 Newton

Only 2.05kg in size S

REBEl	JACKeT 
Size-adjustable 128cm to 164cm: The BCD 
grows with the child thanks to its double-
buckle system and second waiststrap.

SEAhORSE SHORTY 
Thermal and UV Protection SPF 80
Soft 3mm shorties with spandex panels
Ideal for the beach and warm waters

KIDS	glOve  
3mm, plush insulation, super stretchy
Easy to open for kids
Anti slip palm, S-M

ReBel hOOD  
5mm wrap around hood with velcro
Tucks neatly inside suit neckline
Super stretch & plush neoprene for comfort

SuPeR SOXx  
3mm, children´s bootie with solid sole
Velcro-adjustable instep
Solid sole, 27-34

Sg10	KIDS  
Same characteristics as the SG10
Extra short hose
Children`s mouthpiece
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FluIDA	2  
Effektive streamlined shape
Good thrust
Incredibly comfortable, 34-37/3XS-2XS

SpIDER	COMBO  
Mask and snorkel set sized for kids
Soft silicone, with drain valve
Packed in a mesh bag

SnORKel PluS  
Short, wide blade with channels and vents
Good maneuverability and control
For booties or barefoot, 28-34/S-XL

cHIlD 2	SNORKEl  
Uncomplicated standard snorkel
Easy to use, durable, great value
Soft silicone

MInI DRY  
Dry snorkel for kids
Designed to keep water out
Small tube volume with exhaust valve

MINI	Vu  
Suitable for kids and juniors
Optimum angle of vision
Very good fit due to liquid silicone 

CHIlD 2  
Tailored for smaller faces 
Very low volume
Maximum visibility

UCL UCL
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Resourcefulness is the key to success 
for any adventure traveller. Our 
SUBGEAR luggage and backpacks 
made travelling easy and our dive 
lights and knives prepared us for the 
unexpected as we explored the sea. 
Transporting gear across the beach, 
aboard the boat or around the world, 
SUBGEAR rolling bags, duffel bags and 
backpacks keep belongings safe and 
secure.

And SUBGEAR lights, knives, surface 
marker buoys and beach bags can 
always be relied upon to get the job 
done.

	AcCESSORIES
THE RIgHT TOOl	FOR	The	TASK AT	HAnD
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BAgS

REgulATOR	BAg  
35 x 26 x 10cm, 9l
Padded protection for regulators
Extra computer bag with security cord

wR-MulTI	BAg  
2.5kg, 90 x 40 x 40cm, 144l
Durable TPE tarpaulin
Back Pack straps and water drain plug

nET	SAC  
66 x 39cm, Ø 80l
Lightweight and sturdy mesh backpack
Outside pocket and side handle

BOAT MeSH	BAg  
70 x 40 x 30cm, 84l
Lightweight and sturdy mesh bag
Large main compartment for gear

BEAcH	BAg  
For a complete snorkel set
Very useful and elegant
Compartments for keys, wallet, etc.

xP PAcK	DuO 
4.3kg, 48 x 80 x 38cm, 140l
Roller with comfortable telescop handle
Quality 300D rip-stop fabric

ECcO	pACK  
3.5kg, 45 x 80 x 38cm, 129l
Lightweight dive travel roller
Quality 300D rip-stop fabric

DuFFlE BAg  
760g, 75 x 35 x 30cm, 79l
For a full diving set
Soft neoprene pads on carrying handles

SportDiver chose our Duffle Bag!
„Duffle Bag: We like…Price, subtle looks, 
size, weight.”
SportDiver Best Value in Gear Guide, issue 
August 2014, SportDiver, UK
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PROTECTIOn	BAgS  
For tablets, smart phones, 15'' notebooks
Splash proof, padded protection
Easy operation thanks to clear plastic

MARINIER	DRY	BAgS  
Useful dry bags in 2 sizes
32 x 52 x 22cm, 10l & 43 x 65 x 28cm, 20l
Durable TPE tarpaulin fabric, padded back
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lIghTS

STROBE lIgHTS  
Bright signal flash in 3-4 second intervals
Waterproof up to 40m
LED version: integrated LED flashlight

SECTOR 5  
LED with real 550 lumens, burn time 24h
Included 4 C Alkaline batteries
100m waterproof, weight 650g with batteries

MERIDIAN leD  
Personal locator light, visible over 1 mile
White emergency strobe with 75h burn time
Red locator beacon with 100h burn time

AMP 1l  
Small light, usable as signal light too
Burning time 72h
Waterproof up to 100m, weights only 57g

lEAguE 100  
Very bright LED, 210 lumen
Burning time up to 7h
Ideal backup light, uses 4 AA batteries

PROlIghT	SP30 
Cree XM-L LED with a life cycle of 50.000h
Anodized aluminium, overpressure valve
>500 real lumen and 9000 lux@ 1m

PROlIghT	xP  
5W LED, extremely bright high performance
Rugged aluminium housing
Burn time 15-20h, waterproof up to 140m

SECTOR 7  
LED with real 700 lumens, burn time 30h
Included 8 C Alkaline batteries
100m waterproof, 1075g with batteries
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BuOYS  
Safety Pro Buoy: 160cm
Deco Buoy Deluxe: 130cm
Deco Buoy: 130cm

lIFT BAgS  
HF welded and very sturdy, 25 and 50kg
Air-bleed valve, duckbill inlet
Also suitable as a marker buoy

MARKER	BuOYS  
Marker buoy: Ø 45cm, holder for strobe light
Surface buoy: 85cm, 5 D-rings, 3 handles
Surface buoy also for freediving

SK-75 
High-quality titanium, 7.5cm blade
Attaches to almost every BCD
With knife sheath

SK-T	pOCKeT 
High-quality titanium, 7cm blade
Attaches to BCD or belt
With soft knife sheath

SK-21 
Stainless steel, 12cm blade
Ergonomic handle with soft-touch
With knife sheath

SK-T 
High-quality titanium, 13cm blade
Anatomically formed handle
With knife sheath

SAFETY &	Fun  
Security buoy and buoyancy vest
Also suitable as snorkel vest
Clearly visible due to hi-viz colours

KNIveS

BuOYS
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FlASHY 
Mini LED flash light with 3 CR1220 batteries
Run time 12h, maximum depth 100m

HOSE hOlDER 
Available as 2 or 3 hose holder
Rotates in all directions

WHISTlE 
Loud sound for above water
Handy and effective

REelS 
Multi-purpose reel: 50m
Mini Reel: 30m or 15m

SHAKER 
High pitch sound underwater
Attachment hook, magnetic stopper

TAnK BANgER 
Plastic ball as signaler
Attachable to the tank

DIve	AleRT	pluS v2 
Best safety signal to use above/below water
Attaches to inflator hose, audible 1km

FIn	HOlDeR  
Attaches fins and mask to BCD
Convenient before and after the dive

REeF hOOK 
Relax, while floating in the current
Metal karabiner, 1m line

RETRAcTOR 
Secure and comfortable attachment device
1m retraction line great for compass, lamp, etc.

AcOuSTIc SIgnAlS AnD OTheR ACceSSORIeS

SNAPpER 
With plasticised steel line spiral
Extendable to 1m or 1.90m

3	HOSE hOlDER 
For 3 hoses
Rotates in all directions
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SlATeS 
Fluorescent slates for communication
3-layer version with wrist attachment

KEY	ChAInS 
O-ring tank: key chain with O-ring picker
Fins: our popular Splitfin XP

MInI DRY BOXeS 
Mini-Dry: 7 x 10 x 1.5cm, waterproof
Diver's Egg: Ø 6 x 11.5cm, waterproof

SuIT hANgER 
Extremely sturdy and universal
Suitable for every kind of suit

DRYSuIT	HAngeR 
For easier drying and ventilation
Suit cannot be deformed

HAngeR SH1 
Flexible hanger, ideal for neoprene suit
55cm, blue

DRY	BOx 
21.5 x 15 x 11cm
Ideal for camera or first aid kit

MulTI	TOOl 
Conventional wrenches and screwdrivers
Compact and multi-functional

pOCKeT MASK 
Emergency respirator mask
With bacteria filter and hard case

lITTlE helpERS

HAngeR SH2	&	Sh3 
SH2: for gloves, boots, regulator, BC
SH3: for regulator and BC

TRIMIX AnAlYSER  
Real helium analyses
With highly sensitive sensors

nITROX AnAlYSER  
Very precise nitrox measurement
Exclusive warranty for sensors
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CARE TIP
To guarantee a long life, even the best 
equipment needs regular care. We particu-
larly recommend Mirazyme and Wet Suit 
Shampoo for your neoprene steamer and 
booties. The ecofriendly products will get 
rid of odors while cleaning and maintain-
ing the neoprene. B.C. Life is a special 
cleaner that removes all organic residues 
and mold from the BCD bladder. An anti-
fog product like our Sea Drops should 
also come along on any diving excursion.

BcD	CARE  
Cleaner and renewer for the BCD bladder
Removes all organic residues
For a longer life

MAINTEnAnce  
Urethane adhesive for neoprene and BCDs
Special adhesive for seals
Iron-on neoprene repair fabric

SuIT cARe  
Ecofriendly cleaning/care products
Care for latex seals as well
Prevents and removes unpleasant odors

zIpPeR cARe  
Handy care products and wax stick
Free of paraffin and silicone
Enhances efficiency

MASKS	CARE  
Ecofriendly cleaning/care products
Effective anti-fog product
Best function and long life

CARE ACceSSORIeS

eAR	pROTecTION 
Perfect protection with DOC's ProPlugs
Drops to prevent irritations
Drops to soothe inflammations

gEAR MARKER 
Coloured markers for own equipment
No more confusion
Available in 5 colours
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TANKS ACceSSORIeS
SuBgEAR OFFeRS	eveRYTHIng YOu NeED	FOR	YOuR WORKSHOp

VAlve  
Mono valve: DIN M 25 x 2
Second outlet: Mono valve expansion
EN144-1 tested

DIN/InT ADApTeR  
Converter for travelling
DIN and INT for 200bar version
DIN and INT for 300bar version

COnNecTOR  
Adapter DIN and T-connector
Adapter for additional 1. stage
Twin connection DIN G5/8, 200bar

pReSSuRE TeSTER  
DIN 200bar, DIN300 bar, INT200 bar
Transfer hoses DIN and INT
With bleed screw

TAnK  
Steel tank with valve and boot
5l, 10l, 12l (short), 15l
Unique SUBGEAR design

TAnK hANDle  
Carrying handle with swivel joint
Extra sturdy and robust
For easier transport

TAnK NeT  
Tank net for 10l, 12l, 15l tank
Protects tanks from scratches
Colors:   - short and long

Op	VAlve  
Adjustable, 3/8 inches
1st stages and argon regulators (dry suits)
For workshops/airgun



Love the water? Wish you could 
be in it every day? Now you can. 
Follow us.

@subgear

facebook.com/subgear

@subgear

You never know where your 
diving adventures will take 
you. This year, the SUBGEAR 
team trekked halfway around 
the globe to experience the 
exotic excitement that is South 
Africa. This diverse country’s 
adventurous spirit and natural 
wonders provided the perfect 
backdrop for the presentation 
of our 2015 SUBGEAR line, and 
also proved to be characteristic 
of the performance, versatility, 
reliability and comfort that 
SUBGEAR products offer 
divers.

Our trip, and the resulting 
imagery in this catalog, 
represent everything that 
diving should be – and the true 
essence of the lifestyle that 
means so very much to all of 
us.

WWW.SUBGEAR.DE

HYDRA HYDRA

SUBGEAR's dedication to divers 
is matched only by a commitment 
to protecting underwater fauna 
and flora. SUBGEAR is an active 
supporter of several organisations 
and projects. By supporting the 
preservation of underwater wildlife 
today, SUBGEAR is helping to ensure 
it is just beautiful for generations of 
water lovers to come.
Photos: Kevin Mark Pass, Allen Walker
Issued January 2015 - 
changes reserved.


